
      If you only have a dimmer at hand, set it to highest level only, if light 
performance is not good, we strongly advise you to change to a regular 
On/Off switch instead.
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FEMALE CONNECTOR

2PCS  8*32 MACHINE SCREW TORSION SPRPING

E26 LAMP BASE WITH 
MALE CONNECTOR

PRODUCT CARE
After Sales Service

1.Please discontinue to use product right away if product shows any visible
defect and contact customer service.

2.If there is any problem with our lights for non-human reasons, please
contact customer service, we will send you brand new replacement without
need to returning goods or full refund.

3.If you are not completely satisfied with product after installation but prefer
not to disassemble, contact with us right away, we will provide comparable
compensations.
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Figure 1 Figure 2

1.SHUT OFF MAIN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY FROM THE MAIN FUSE BOX/CIRCUIT BREAKER!
2.Remove contents from box. Ensure that not part is missing. Refer to the illustration 
included with this instruction manual.
3.Thread fixture screw into appropriate threaded holes of outlet box (Refer to Figure one).
4.Make the following wire connections (Fig. 1 using the wire nuts in package)
BLACK SUPPLY WIRE(Line) TO BLACK FIXTURE WIRE
WHITE SUPPLY WIRE(Neutral) TO WHITE FIXTURE WIRE
SUPPLY GROUND WIRE TO FIXTURE GROUND WIRE
If necessary，wrap all wire connection in electrical tape to ensure a secure connection.
5.Carefully tuck all wires back into the outlet box .
6.Align the fixture pan over the outlet box and feed the fixture screw through the keyhole 
slots.
7.Rotate the fixture clockwise until fixture screw slide into the narrow end of keyhole slots, 
then tighten it firmly.
8. Attach the lens cover by rotating clockwise to secure in place.
9. Restore power at fuse box/circuit breaker, check operation of integrated light 
fixture(Figure 2)
10. Installation is completed , follow User Manual to set up light.



Fix torsion springs on light body using  2 screws attached in  package.
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QUESTIONS? COMMENTS? SUGGESTIONS? COMPLAINTS? 
Please contact with us through 
Toll-Free Phone Number: (1) 877-870-5171
smart@cloudybaylighting.com 
or info@cloudybaylighting.com  
We will do our best to make it right for you. Thank you very much!


